INTRODVCTION
Fluorescent lanips are non-linear devices that exhibit negative resistance over the usefbl range of operation. At low frequency, this negative resistance peculiarity is passed through during each period of the AC driving current [I] . When tlic fluorescent lamp operates at high frequency, the negative resistancc is associated with the average power rather than with the instantaneous, cycle by cycle, power [2] . To avoid problems of instability in open loop operation due to the negative resistance characteristics of the lamp, the driver needs to have a high output impedance [3] . The classical treatment of the problem is normally carried out by exanlining static V-1 plots similar to Fig. 1 . Open loop operation calls for a "current source" dnver since a "voltage source'' driver will result in unstable operation. At present, commercial electronic ballasts are designed to comply with thc "current source'' behavior by placing a high impedance element (the ballast) in series with the lamp. The system may include some feedback to stabilize the operating point or to facilitate controlled dimming. This low frequency feedback network is normally designed under the assumption that the lamp can be representcd by a resistor when operated at high frequency [ 2 ] . This assumption is a good approximation as long as the open loop system (e.g. ballast and lamp) is stable.
An alternative approach to stabilizing the ballast-lamp system is to obtain the current source behavior by incorporating a wide bandwidth feedback to emulate. in closed loop. a "current source" output characteristic. The advantage of such a solution would be the smaller size of the physical ballasting element (e.g. the series inductor). As the open loop output impedance of the ballast is decreased, the efiect of the incremental impedancc of the lamp must bc considered [3-51. To handle such cascs one would need design tools that can deal wit11 the full dynamic behavior of the ballast-lamp system. At present, such tools are unavailable. The objective of this study was to develop a simulation procedurc that will enable the cxamination of ballast-lamp systems ovcr a wide frequency rangc. Such a tool may conceivably be used to study and design close loop ballast-lamp systems.
THE DYNAMIC PROBLEM
These study addresses the issue presented schematically in Fig. 2 namely. closed loop operation of a lamp-ballast system. In the cxaniplc considered here. an invertcr drives a fluoresccnt lamp. The currcnt of thc lamp (after rcctification), used as the output signal of the plant. The objective of the control is to stabilize the current of the lamp. The lamp can be dnven by ac PWM signal that is in fact aniplitude modulation (AM). or by phase or frequency modulated (PM, FM) signals in which the amplitude is kept constant but thc frequency is controlled. In the latter cases, the frequency shift will affect the lamp current due to the frequency dependence of the impedance of the series element of the ballast (inductor or capacitor). The key for a successhl feedback design of this system is the small signal response from V, to V, . This transfer knctioii includes the inverter and the lamp. Considering the fact that the ballast comprises frequency dependent elements and that the lanip is highly non-linear, analytical derivation of the plan's open loop transfer function is complex if not impossible with the present level of knowledge. In this study we attack the problem of obtaining the small signal response by SPICE simulation.
PROPOSED SIMULATION METHOD
The approach pursued here hinges on two clements: a SPlCE compatible model of the fluorescent lamp [5] and the method of SPICE compatible envelope simulation [6]. For the sake of completeness we repeat liere the fundamentals of thcsc two tools.
A. SPICE model qf: flirorescent larnp
The equivalent circuit that can be used to emulate the static and dynamic behavior of a fluorescent lamp, when driten at high fi-equency [SI, includcs thrce dependent sources and some passive elements (Fig. 3) . This SPICE compatible model hinges on the fact that the impedance of fluorescent lamps operation at high frequency is approximately resistive and that the resistance is a function of the lamp rms current
The definitions of the dependent sources are thus (per the PI. and IlampKMs is the rms current of the lamp.
At low tkequency (fL -+ 0):
This negative resistance explains why the lamp will be unstable when driven by open loop "voltage source" ballasts
B. SPICE coinpa fiihle envelope simulation
The method of envelope simulation [6] follows the concept of the "imaginary resistors" as was discussed in [7] . Any analog modulated signal (AM. FM or PM) can be described by the following general expression: 
u(t)= Ul(t).cosoet +U2(t).sinoCt ( 8 )
Lamp Model where Ul(t) and U,(tj are the modulation signals and oc where K 1, K2, K3 , are constants of the lamp.
is the angular frequency of the carricr. Note, that here we extend the fitting range of the model by could also be witten as: u(t)= Re[(Ul(tj-j.U~(t>).exp(jo,t)] applying a second order polynomial. This extension was found to emulate the behavior of the lamp over a 1:lO
where arg(U(t)) is tan-' -[ -U" , ; : ; ) .
Expression (1 0) implies that the modulated signal in the time domain u(t) can be represented by a generalized phasor that both its magnitude and phase are time dependent. The expression of the complex phasor c(t) is:
The magnitude: is equal to the modulation envelope of the original signal u(t) (10).
1v. EWELOPE SIMULATION OF A BALLAST-LAMP SYSTEM
The envelope simulation procedure is demonstrated by considcring simplc ballast driving a tluorcscent lamp via a scrics inductor (Fig. 4a) . It is assumed that the circuit is driven by PM modulated carrier of the form:
The circuit was transformcd according to thc guidelincs given abovc. assuming at first that the lamp can be represented by a resistor (Fig. 4b, 4c) . The phasor domain sources were: Vi = A, .cos(K~M . c o s (~K .~, . t)) V, = -A0 . s i n ( K p~ .cos(2n.fm .tj) Next stcp wc replacc thc rcsistors RI R2 that wcre initially used to reprcscnt thc lamp (Fig. 4b, 4c) , by dependent currcnt sources GI and G2 (Fig. 4d, 4e) , to account for the dependencc of thc lamp rcsistance on the rms current of thc lamp. The definitions of G 1 and G 2 follow (3): The lamp's model has to be modified now to take into account that the current is broken into the real and imaginary part. Since the rcsistancc of thc lamp is a function of the absolute valuc of thc lamp rms current. we dcfinc a single additional subcircuit (Fig. 4f) to derive the smoothed value of the lamp rms current. The input to this circuit ( E l ) needs to be proportional to the square of the lamp rms current (i(1anip)). This can be obtained for the siinulation model by addling the contributions of the real and imaginary parts (Fig.  4d, 4e ) Namely, the output of E, (the voltage at node "isq") is dcfincd as:
where v(x) is the voltage of node "x" and i(y) is the current through element "y". Notice that dividing by 2 is required to translatc thc cnvclopc signal (that follows the peaks) to rms values.
Following the explanations given in 111, it is thus evident that:
0-7803-5692-6/00~$10.00 ( C) 2000 E E E
The definitions of the dependent sources are thus (Der the notation of Fig. 40 :
For the illustrated case we chose the carrier frequency (fc = oc/2n ) to be 28.9kHz. the modulation parameters: Ao=200V, fm=800Hz and Kpbf=6.25. The simulation was carried out for an OSRAM lamp (L 18Wi10) for which the model parameters were measured to be KI=5 I .3, Kz=-81 .6.
The circuit was prepared for envelope simulation per the procedure given above. The equivalent circuit can be fed to any circuit simulator (we have used PSPICE) to carry out time domain (TRAN) simulation.
Once the time domain simulation is done, any of the envelope signals can be displayed. For example, the rnls current of the lamp is:
K3~75.3, RC=lKQ, C,-lOOnF.
while the RMS voltage of the lamp is:
The plots of 
VI. THE SMALL SIGNAL RESPONSE
To solve the problem of feedback loop design of a ballastlamp system we need the transfer function -(s)( (Fig. 7 ) and the measured data (Fig. 8) show very good agreement .
The experimental and simulation results suggest that the system can be readily stabilized around the nominal operating point by a feedback loop. (Fig. 6) loaded hy a resistor ( 1 50 Ohm) and a fluorescent lamp load.
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-zoo0 Fig. 6 ) loadcd by a resistor ( I 50 Ohm) and a fluorescent lamp load.
VII. THE STABILITY ISSUE AND NYQUIST PLOTS
We apply now the proposed siiiiulation method to exailline the stability of ballast-lamp systems operating in open loop (Fig. 9) .
V,, (Fig. 9) is an amplitude modulated excitation signal: Wc can reprcscnt the systcm (Fig. 9) by a control block Therefore, it is clear from Fig. 10 , that the "loop gain" of diagram of thc form shown in Fig. 10. the open loop ballast lamp system is: 1 LoopGain = -.
Z1amp ballast
This implies that one can examine the stability by, say, Nyquist plots of the function LoopGain. To this end we can scparate the two transfcr functions: 1 /Zballast and Zlamp and put them in tandem (Fig. 11) . Fig. 9) The "broken" network of Fig.11 is always stable (the lamp is fed by a current source) so we can even examine by simulation cascs in which thc original ballast-lamp assembly is unstable. The original drivcr (Fig. 9) can bc simulated (by normal cycle-by-cycle or envelope simulation) only if the system is stable. If the system is unstable, the simulator will fail to stabilize the system (of Fig. 9 ) at the desired operating point.
We demonstratc thc proposed simulation method for the LoopGain by considering the envelope simulation SPlCE compatible equivalent circuits (Fig. 12 ) of separated ballastlamp system (Fig. 1 I) .
The simulation was done for the given RLC ballast fluorescent lamp modcl topology (Fig. 9) . Thc nominal ballast-lamp's current was 0.34Arn1, and:
The parameters of the fluorescent lamp model are the same as given in Section 111.
Thc simulation was repeated for v"ious values of excitation signal frequency. Aniplitude value Am of excitation signal (27) was adjusted to maintain the same lamp operating point in all nins. The results where used to generate Nyquist plots of the LoopGain function (Fig. 13) . (Fig. 1 I ) .
The resonant frequency of the ballast under consideration (Fig.9) is 35.SkHz. At frcquencics close to thc resonant frcqucncy the ballast represent low impedance and instability may occur. This can be observed in the simulation results. The system IS unstable at 33.3kHz (Fig. 13a) , oscillatory at 32.3kHz (Fig. 13b) and stable at 30.3kHz (Fig. 13c) .
To vcrify thc results of envelope simulation (Fig. 13) . wc run cyclc-by-cyclc simulation of thc complete ballast-lamp system (Fig. 9) . It was found that the system was stable for a carrier of 30.3kHz and unstable for the other two cases.
VI. DISCUSSION AND COhCLUSlONS
The results of this study show that envelope simtilation can be useful to obtain thc small signal rcsponsc of a high frequency ballast-lamp system. Based on the open loop gain and phase, the feedback path can be designed by classical frequency domain techniques. The validity of the proposed simulation mcthod was verified against cxpcrimcntal rcsults, showing that thc simulation tool is reliablc and simplc to use. It is thus concluded that by applying the proposed simulation and design methodology, one can improve the performance of electronic ballasts by operating the system in closed loop configuration while assuring dynamic stability. The results of this study suggcst that oncc the incremental impedancc is taken into consideration, the necessity of having ballast with open loop "current source" characteristics c m be removed. That is, with properly designed feedback. the ballast-lanip system can be madc stable in closed loop evcn if it is unstablc in open loop. This implies that stable ballasts can be designed with series elements of small impedances. 
